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Discrimination of Photon- and Dark-Initiated
Signals in Multiple Gain Stage APD Photoreceivers
George M. Williams, David A. Ramirez, Majeed Hayat, and Andrew S. Huntington

Abstract—We demonstrate the ability of linear mode single
carrier multiplication (SCM) avalanche photodiode (APD) -based
optical receivers to discriminate single-photon-initiated avalanche
events from dark-current-initiated events. Because of their random spatial origin in discrete regions of the depletion region, in
the SCM APD the dark-generated carriers multiply differently
than the photon-generated carriers. This causes different count
distributions and necessitates different statistical descriptions
of the signal contributions from photon- and dark-originating
impulse responses. To include dark carriers in the performance
models of the SCM APD, we considered the influence of the
spatial origin of the ionization chains on a receiver’s noise
performance over the times the optical pulse is integrated by
the receiver’s decision circuits. We compare instantaneous (timeresolved) numeric and pseudo-DC analytical models to measured
SCM APD data. It is shown that it is necessary to consider both
the distribution of spatial origin and the instantaneous properties
of the ionization chains to describe statistically an SCM APD
receiver. The ability of SCM APD receivers to discriminate single
photon events from single dark events is demonstrated, and the
effective gain and excess noise contributions of the light- and
dark-initiated avalanche events and their influence on receiver
sensitivity and signal-to-noise characteristics are shown.
Index Terms—APD, Avalanche Buildup, Avalanche Photodiode, Excess Noise, Numeric Modeling, Photoreceiver, SCM, Single
Carrier Multiplication, Superlattice APD

I. Introduction
VALANCHE photodiodes (APDs) have been widely deployed in telecommunications and laser radar imaging
systems. The popularity of APDs in high-speed photoreceivers
is attributed to their ability to provide high internal optoelectronic gain, which allows the photogenerated electrical
signal to dominate the thermal, or Johnson, noise in the preamplifier stage of the receiver module without the need for
optical pre-amplification of the received optical signal [1].
The optoelectronic gain results from the cascade of electron
and hole impact ionization that takes place in the highfield intrinsic multiplication layer of the APD [2]. Due to
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its stochastic nature, however, this avalanche multiplication
process is inherently noisy, resulting in random fluctuations
in the gain. Thus, the benefit of the gain is accompanied
by a penalty; the shot noise present in the photon-generated
electrical signal is accentuated according to the APD excess
noise factor, which is a measure of the uncertainty associated
with the stochastic nature of the APD gain [2]. Additionally,
the increased electric field strength required for avalanche gain
can increase APD dark current.
Most of the III–V semiconductor materials sensitive to the
telecommunications wavelengths have comparable ionization
rates for electrons and holes; thus, they are unsuitable for
fabrication of low-noise APDs. This has led to consideration
of artificially enhancing the electron-to-hole ionization ratio
by using multilayer heterojunctions or superlattice structures
[3]–[6]. To reduce the effects of excess noise on photoreceiver performance, we have developed a separate absorption,
charge, and multiplication (SACM) single carrier multiplication (SCM) APD [7]–[9]. The SCM APD device shown in
Fig. 1 consists of an InGaAs absorption layer, a charge layer,
and a multiplication layer consisting of a cascade of quantity
J discrete heterostructured InAlAs gain stages.
It is known that very low-noise avalanche gain is achieved
in an APD if only electrons impact ionize, so that the feedback
noise associated with two-carrier ionization is avoided, and the
electron multiplication occurs with high probability at discrete
locations of the multiplication region, so that the variability
of the number of electrons generated per photon is minimized
[10]. Accordingly, each of the SCM APD heterostructured gain
stages is designed to locally enhance electron ionization and
to suppress hole ionization.
In the SCM APD shown in Fig. 1, the photons absorbed
in the absorption region generate a Poisson distributed primary photocurrent. The photoelectrons enter the multiplication region and drift in the positive x direction, toward the
n + cathode. In the high-field low-threshold regions of each of
the J gain stages, the photoelectrons and their electron progeny
ionize, with probability, P, whereby they generate electronhole pairs. The hole carriers, drifting toward the p + anode,
pass through “cool down” layers situated between the gain
stages such that individual hole carriers spend very little time
with kinetic energy in excess of the ionization threshold; this
suppresses the probability of hole ionization in each gain stage,
U, so that low noise avalanche multiplication is achieved [9].
Fig. 2 shows a numeric model of the spatial occurrence
of hole- and electron-initiated impact ionization events that
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Fig. 2. The spatial location of hole- and electron-initiated impact ionization
events generated by a numeric model of the carrier dynamics of a 10-stage
SCM APD multiplication region. Each of the gain stages employs variations
in alloy composition and doping, which creates the electric field profile onto
which is superimposed the spatial count of ionization events.

Fig. 1.

Epitaxial layer structure of a (J) stage SCM APD.

occur in a 10-gain-stage SCM APD biased for an average
DC gain of M = 940, which, at high gain, due to the ratio
of electron ionization events to hole ionization events, has
an excess noise characterized by the McIntyre-equation [11],
when parameterized by k = 0.02. Also plotted is the normalized
electric field profile modeled across the multiplication region,
showing the ionization events to occur primarily in the high
field regions of the gain stages.
Teich et al. [12] have found that the theory of discrete ionization processes proposed by Van Vliet and co-workers [13]
for conventional short avalanche region APDs is applicable for
cascaded discrete gain stage APDs assuming single ionization
per stage. Measured SCM APD data is in better agreement
with these models than the McIntyre-model [9]. However,
these earlier works, describing the properties of multi-gainstage devices, do not consider dark carrier generation, do
not provide the photon- and dark-initiated avalanche count
distributions, and do not describe the instantaneous temporal
properties of the impulse response.
Such performance characteristics are important for
considering APD photoreceiver performance. In an APD, the
process of carrier multiplication, in addition to causing gain
fluctuations, also introduces time response fluctuations, and
the impulse response is best modeled as a stochastic process

composed of the statistically correlated random variables
of avalanche buildup time (pulse duration) and integrated
signal (the multiplication factor). This is significant, as when
modeling the detection of short optical pulses, instantaneous
avalanche gain cannot be assumed, and the temporal dynamics
of the photon- and dark-initiated carriers on the detection
process must be considered [8].
It is the difference between the time-resolved probability
density functions (PDFs) of the photon-initiated and darkinitiated avalanche event contributions to the impulse response that allow discrimination of photon-initiated from
dark-initiated avalanche events in SCM-APD-enabled photoreceivers. This capability is not found in photoreceivers configured with common APD designs, wherein the multiplier’s
high field region is adjacent to the absorption layer, so that
dark-initiated and photoelectron-initiated ionization events experience the same mean avalanche gain.
II. SCM APD Dark-carrier Generation
A. Discussion of Dark Current Generation in APDs
To determine the count distributions and low order statistics
of the SCM APD’s response to optical and dark originating
ionization chains, we considered the influence of the spatial
origin of the carrier ionization chain on the signal current
present at the external decision circuits of a photoreceiver.
In avalanche detectors, dark counts arise primarily from
the injection of charge carriers into the junction by three
phenomena: 1) thermal excitation; 2) tunneling across the
depletion region; and 3) emission by trapping centers [14],
[15]. The thermal generation results from carriers transferred
from the valence band to the conduction band either directly
or via the midgap defects, owing to thermal excitation. The
thermal generation and recombination (G–R) processes are
described by the Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) model [16]. The
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thermal generation rate per unit volume N th can be expressed
as
ni
Nth =
(1)
τSRH
where ni is the intrinsic carrier concentration and τSRH is
the lifetime related to the SRH processes. In practice, the
temperature dependence of G–R current in an SACM APD
may be observed to come primarily from the intrinsic carrier
concentration of its absorber [17]
3
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where h is Planck’s constant, q is the charge on an electron,
k B is Boltzmann’s constant, m∗e and m∗h are carrier effective masses (the density of states values), and E g (T) is the
temperature-dependent band gap. The temperature-dependent
band gap (in eV) of Aly Gax In1−x−y As is modeled by [18]
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The trap-assisted tunneling (TAT) mechanism of electronand hole-transfer from the conduction band to the valence
band and vice versa, is described by exchange processes
represented by their tunneling escape times. Generation by
TAT is generally a two-step process. In the first step, an
electron is promoted out of the valence band and into a midgap trap state. This generates a mobile hole in the valence
band and an occupied trap. The second step occurs if the
trapped electron manages to tunnel from the trap state into
the conduction band before it recombines with a hole in the
valence band. Tunneling completes the generation of a new
electron-hole pair, whereas recombination resets the system to
its original state.
The complex TAT process depends on the trap position
inside the energy gap, the trap density, the trap occupation by
electrons, and the height and width of the trap potentials (the
amount that the tunneling energy or barrier height is reduced
from E g ). As a result, TAT-generated dark currents have a
strong dependence on the bias-dependent electric field [19].
Dark carrier generation by band-to-band tunneling (BBT) is
very similar to the second step of trap-assisted tunneling. Two
important differences are: 1) the density of states involved—
the density of states at the valence band edge greatly exceeds
the possible density of trap states; and 2) the height of the
potential barrier—the full band gap. Consequently, BBT rates
are significant in narrow-gap semiconductor alloys, which is
why the SCM APD employs an SACM structure, wherein the
narrow-bandgap absorption region is separated from the high
field multiplication region by a charge layer.
An analytic expression for the BBT rate in direct gap semiconductors has been derived that depends upon the electric
field strength, F, and the temperature-dependent band gap. The
generation rate per unit volume can be expressed as [20]
√
πσ(T ) (m∗ )Eg3/2 (T )
2m∗ q3 FV
√
NBBT (T ) = 
exp
−
(4)
Eg (T )4π3h̄2
2 2qh̄F

Fig. 3. Gain-normalized dark current measured for the 7-stage and
10-stage SCM APD at various temperatures. The gain is compensated for
saturation effects and breakdown voltage shifts, but not the difference in
output distributions between multiplied photoelectrons (originating at x = 0)
and dark carriers (distributed randomly in the gain stages). The dashed lines
of the 10-stage data show the dark current data compensated for the dark
carrier ionization chain’s spatial origin.

where h̄ is the reduced Planck’s constant, the effective carrier
mass for AlGaInAs is m* = 0.08mo , where mo = 9.11x10−31 ;
and σ(T) = 1.18. In an operational fully depleted SACM APD,
the electric field strength, F, is linear as a function of applied
bias.
B. Measured SCM APD Dark Current
The photocurrent-gain normalized dark current data measured from 7-stage and 10-stage SCM APDs operated at
various temperatures are shown in Fig. 3. Also shown are the
estimated electric fields present in the multiplication region at
each bias; these were estimated using a band edge modeler
[21].
The SCM APDs tested were grown on InP substrates by
molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and are identical in design,
with the exceptions that the number of gain stages differ
and the 7-stage SCM APDs included an Al0 Ga0.47 In0.53 As
(InGaAs) absorption region with a room temperature bandgap
energy of ∼ 0.75 eV, optically active over the 950-nm to 1 500nm spectral range; whereas the 10-stage SCM APDs were
grown with an Al0.072 Ga0.398 In0.530 As (InAlGaAs) absorption
layer. The absorber’s 0.86 eV bandgap allows it to be optically
sensitive over the 950-nm to 1 500-nm spectral range [7]. In
both the 7-stage and 10-stage SCM APDs, each of the multiplier gain stages includes an Al0.335 Ga0.140 In0.525 As alloy layer
(see Fig. 1), which from (3) has a bandgap of 1.27 eV. The
ratio of the conduction band offsets to the valence band offset
for Al0.335 Ga0.140 In0.525 As to InGaAs is approximately 70:30.
The measurements were carried out by means of I–V
curves and simultaneous measurements of average gain and
noise power spectral intensity. The data were collected using
a computer-controlled HP 4155A semiconductor parameter
analyzer (SPA). The SPA applied the bias to the SCM
APD mounted on a temperature-stabilized cold post located
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Fig. 4. Arrhenius plots of the Fig. 3 data for the 7-stage and 10-stage SCM
APDs, including exponential curve fitted to the data.

inside a windowed vacuum cryochamber. A 38 nW 1 064-nm
wavelength optical signal was projected from an OZ Optics
OZ-2000 stabilized fiber-coupled diode laser, through the
window of the cryochamber, and onto a spot that underfilled
the SCM APD optically active area. A bias tee coupled the
DC component of the diode current to the SPA and sent the
AC component to an HP 8447D high-speed pre-amplifier,
which fed either an HP 8566B spectrum analyzer or an HP
8970B noise figure meter.
Gains were calculated using multiple light levels so that
high signal-to-noise measurements could be obtained over the
range of biases, allowing saturation effects to be compensated.
The temperature-dependent photocurrent-gain-normalized
dark current data in Fig. 3 show a 2.92 mV/K breakdown
voltage shift for the 7-stage SCM APDs grown with the
InGaAs absorber. The measured dark current levels show
little electric field dependence. For the 7-stage devices, the
photocurrent-gain-compensated data values at each temperature are largely independent of operating bias, implying dark
current dominated by thermal generation of carriers in the
absorption region. The Arrhenius plot of Fig. 4, within the
error limits of the three-point curve fit, shows an activationenergy slightly greater than the ∼ 0.75 eV bandgap of the
InGaAs absorber. Further fitting of the extracted data from
the temperature measurements, performed using a thermal
emission current model (2), confirmed that the APD dark
current is dominated by thermal generation in the InGaAs
absorber. In this case, the dark-generated carriers traverse all
gain stages and experience the same net gain as the photongenerated carriers.
Unlike the 7-stage InGaAs absorption region SCM APD
data, the photocurrent-gain-compensated dark current data
from the 10-stage InAlGaAs absorption region devices show
a bias dependence. The electric field dependence of the data
suggests that the dark carriers in the 10-stage SCM APDs
are primarily generated via tunneling mechanisms, such as
might be described by (4). In the SCM APD, tunneling
currents may originate either in the absorption region or in the
thin AlGaInAs high field regions of the multiplier. The bias
dependence of the photocurrent-gain-normalized data suggests
the latter.

Fig. 5. Current vs. voltage (primary y axis) and gain vs. voltage (secondary
y axis) curves for 10-stage SCM APDs measured at 298K, 187K, and 100K.

Fig. 6. Log plots of the measured unity-gain-normalized tunneling dark
current versus voltage for the 10-stage SCM APD.

The I–V and gain curves for the 10-stage InAlGaAs APD
at 298K, 187K, and 100K are shown in Fig. 5. The data
show a 3.65 mV/K breakdown voltage shift as a function
of temperature. The breakdown voltage shift is a result of
increased phonon vibrations at elevated temperatures, which
decreases carrier mean free-paths and causes the ionization
probabilities, and resultant multiplication gains, to decrease.
The logarithms of the measured unity-gain-normalized dark
current densities shown in Fig. 6 are linearly proportional to
the inverse temperature and are proportional to the inverse
bias. From (4), the extracted average activation energy of
traps is approximately ∼ 0.45 eV. This is within the published
0.45 to 0.75 eV range of deep level traps observed in InAlAs
[22], [23]. In this case, conduction occurs primarily in the
conduction band itself, and the activation energy is given by
deep level emission.
We assumed the traps to originate from oxygen incorporation into the InAlAs materials during the MBE process [24].
Due to the chemical affinity of oxygen for aluminum, oxygen
contamination is a major source of mid-gap traps in III–V
compound semiconductors. Oxygen traps can be a couple
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Fig. 7. Measure of dark current as a function of device diameter showing
the effects of oxygen on dark current.

orders of magnitude greater in density of aluminum-containing
alloys than in aluminum-free alloys.
To confirm this hypothesis, and to quantify the sensitivity
of the SCM APD devices to oxygen-induced defects, a series
of 1-μm thick InAlAs multiplication region InGaAs/InAlAs
APDs were grown at temperatures ranging from 700o C to
720o C. Changes in oxygen content were achieved by adjusting
the wafer growth conditions—Fairly small changes in substrate
temperature and the supply of reactants can have a large impact
on the incorporation rate of oxygen impurities. SIMS was
used to measure oxygen concentration ranging from roughly
1018 cm−3 to 1017 cm−3 .
Fig. 7 shows the measured dark current from APDs of varying diameters manufactured under different growth conditions.
The APD dark current can be divided into two categories
by the leakage path: 1) the bulk leakage current, which is
proportional to the mesa area; and 2) the sidewall leakage
current, which is only proportional to the mesa perimeter.
The measured dark currents were fitted to the mesa diameter
using a quadratic fit at a bias voltage of approximately 90
percent of the breakdown voltage. An almost perfect quadratic
fit was achieved; thus, the bulk leakage current was found to
be dominant for large area devices. The drop in bulk dark
current density for the decade change in oxygen concentration
was nearly an order of magnitude—from 275 μA/cm2 to
32.5 μA/cm2 .
The dark current data support the notion that the 10-stage
SCM APD dark currents were dominated by oxygen-induced
TAT processes. However, whereas (4) predicts dark current
to increase as a function of bias, the data in Fig. 3 show
a decrease in gain-normalized dark current as a function of
applied electric field. Significantly, the dark current data of
Fig. 3 were compensated for the photocurrent-gain values of
Fig. 5, which assumes that the dark carriers experience the
full gain of the multiplier. However, a characteristic of the
SCM APD is that dark carriers may originate in the high field
region of any of the discrete gain stages, and are unlikely to
experience the same mean gain experienced by photoelectrons.
Fig. 8 illustrates the spatially resolved dark current generation rate data of a 10-stage SCM APD modeled using (4)
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Fig. 8. SCM APD dark current generation rate modeled from (4) using
electric field of Fig. 2 showing generation as a function of location in the
multiplication layer (x = 0 is the location of photoelectron injection).

and the electric field profile of Fig. 2. The modeled data is
consistent with the measured SCM APD dark current data of
Fig. 5, when the spatial distribution of dark carrier generation
is taken into consideration.
Fig. 8 shows that unlike the avalanche-initiating photoelectrons, which enter the multiplication region at x = 0 (the
p + side of the multiplication region), the SCM APD dark
carriers may be generated uniformly among the gain stages.
The dark carriers generated in each individual gain stage,
j, initially have too little kinetic energy to impact-ionize
and therefore do not multiply within the stage in which
they are generated, but ionize with probability P at each
of the J – j gain stages they traverse before recombining
at the n + contact. The hole carriers drift in the negative
x direction, toward the p + contact, ionizing with probability
U in each of the j – 1 gain stages they traverse. Because of
their distributed points of origin, none of the dark carriers
experience the full avalanche gain, and hence each dark
carrier contributes less gain and gain fluctuation than the
photoelectrons.

III. Analytical SCM APD Performance Models
Considering Spatial Origin of Ionization Chain
A. Photon-Originated Ionization
The avalanche noise in an APD is generally characterized
by the normalized second central moment of the gain random
variable for a single input photocarrier,
Fe = M 2 /M2 .

(5)

The excess noise is most often found from a measurement
of the noise spectral intensity of an APD’s photocurrent, using
an expression derived from the Burgess-variance theorem [25]
and an extension of the Milatz-theorem [26] as
Fe = SI /2qM2 Ip 

(6)

where <M> is the average avalanche gain measured between the contacts of an APD, and <I p > is the unmultiplied
photocurrent.
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Fig. 9. Modeled primary carrier (x = 0 insertion) gain and effective gain
(M eff ) from dark carrier originating from multi-stage SCM APDs as a function
of electron ionization rate per stage, P. The effective gain is calculated (15)
by determining the equivalent photocurrent at the p + contact that would equal
the multiplied contribution at the device output (n + contact). Also shown is
the total gain from all J stages from carriers originating at the p + contact
(x = 0). Both M and M eff were calculated assuming k s = 0.02.

Using the single-carrier discrete gain-stage APD model
developed by Capasso [10] as modified by VanVliet [13] and
improved by Teich [12] to describe dual-carrier multiplication
in multiple discrete-stage APDs, we can express the gain
measured between the SCM APD contacts as [13]
(1 + P)J (1 − ks )
< MJ >=
(1 + ks P)J+1 − ks (1 + P)J+1
(1 + P)J (P − U)
=
P(1 + U)J+1 − U (1 + P)J+1

qJ (n + 1) = < a > (n + 1)

n


(7)

pJ−1 (M−k) pJ−1 (k) , (9)

AJ (k) = (1 − P) AJ−1 (k)+P

AJ−1 (k − l) Am−J (l) , (13)

AJ (0) = 0 for all J, A0 (1) = 1, and k > 0.
B. Random Spatial Origination of Dark Ionization Chains
O’Reilly [28] expanded this framework to include analytical
models of the gain and excess noise statistics of two-carrier
ionization originating from arbitrary discrete locations in a
cascaded discrete-gain-stage multiplier.
For the J-stage SCM APD, the unmultiplied dark current induced in the external circuit by the electron-hole pair creation
can be expressed as ij . This local dark current will enter the
multiplication process and will experience a random gain mj ,
which will induce an output current, ϕj , at the device contacts.
If I dark is the output dark current contribution by all stages
measured between the device contacts, then
Idark =

assuming:

J


ϕj ,

(14)

j=1

M ≥ 1, J ≥ 1; pJ (0) = 0, J ≥ 1; andpo (n) = δ1,n .
The mean of the distribution is given by
(10)

where the effect of dark current generated in the absorption
region can be included by starting the summation at j = 0.
Assuming the dark current components are statistically independent, then

and the variance is
var < MJ >= (1 − P)[(1 + P)2J−1 − (1 + P)J−1 ].

k−1

l=1

k=0

< MJ > = (1 + P)J ,

(k + 1)qJ (n − k)AJ (k + 1), (12)

where

There currently does not exist a model of the count distribution for two carrier ionization in discrete, multiple gain
stage multipliers. For the limit of k → 0, Matsuo et al. [27]
derived the gain distribution p(M) for single-carrier discretemulti-stage APDs in terms of J and P:
M


In response to a Poisson number of photocarriers, <a>, at the
input, the output counting distribution qJ (n) can be calculated
as [27]

k=0

where J is the number of gain stages, and k s = U/P. The excess
noise factor is given by [12]
1 − 1 MJ (1 − ks )
∗
FJ = 1 +
(2 + p(1 + ks ))





1 − ks P 2
1
MJ ks (1 + P)
−P + 2
+
. (8)
(1 + ks P )
(1 − ks )
1+P

pJ (M) = (1−P) pJ−1 (M) +P

Fig. 10. Modeled effective excess noise (F eff ) from the average unmultiplied dark carriers originating in multi- J-stage SCM APDs calculated by
(17) as a function of effective gain (M eff ) calculated from (15). The effective
excess noise calculates the noise required to create the same output variance
for input-referred dark carrier contributions. The excess noise (8) from all J
stages (F J ) as a function of gain (7) is also shown for both devices. The
models assume k s = U/P = 0.02.

< Idark >=
(11)

J

j=1

< ϕj >=

J

j=1

< Ij >< mj > .

(15)
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The noise spectral density of I dark can then be expressed as
SJ =

J

j=1

Sj = 2q

J


< Ij >< mj >2 Fj ,

When the average unmultiplied dark current generated in
each gain stage is equal,

(16)

j=1

where S j is the noise spectral density of ϕj and 2q<ij >
represents the shot noise density associated with ij , and F j
is the excess noise factor resulting from the gain at each gain
stage.
The number of possible occurrences an electron originating
at the jth gain stage can ionize while moving to the n + contact
is J – j, and the number of possible ionizations the initiating
hole can undergo as it drifts to the p + contact is j – 1. The
average gain, <mj >, associated with the electron-hole pair
initiating at each stage is thus given by [28]


1 + P j−J
< mj >= MJ
= MJ (Q)j−J ,
(17)
1+U
where Q = (1 + P)/(1 + U).
The effective excess noise associated with the initiating
electron-hole pair at position j is
Fj =

m2j 
mj 2

.

(18)

This can be expressed as [28]


J−j
− 1)
Fj = (Q)J−j FJ − 2 (1 − UP) (Q
(1 + U)2 Q . (19)
It is useful to treat the unmultiplied primary dark current,
J

Id =
ij , in a manner similar to the photocurrent generated
j=1

in the p + region. To allow the primary dark current to be
input-referred, an effective gain, M eff , and effective excess
noise factor, F eff , can be calculated, which for a photosignal
originated in the p + region would result in the same mean
and variance signal at the output as the dark current measured
between the SCM APD contacts. Assuming equal contribution
from each gain stage [28],


< MJ > 1 − Q−J
Meff =
.
(20)
J
1 − Q−1
Plots of M and M eff are shown in Fig. 9, for the case of
a 7-stage and a 10-stage SCM APD assuming k s = 0.035. The
effective excess noise, F eff , is expressed as [28]






J Q2 −1 QJ FJ −2 P−UQ2 (1+U) QJ−1 −1


.
Q(Q+1) QJ −1
(21)
Plots of F J and F eff , as a function of the hole ionization
probability, for the case of a 7-stage and 10-stage SCM APD,
assuming k s = 0.002 are shown in Fig. 10.
If we would like to treat the measured primary dark current
I dark in a similar manner to photocurrent generated in the
p + region, so that when undergoing the full gain of the
multiplier the same output dark current Idark is reproduced,
then an equivalent dark current, I deff , can be calculated by
Feff =

Ideff =< Idark > /MJ .

(22)
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Ideff


J

(1+U)
J 

1+P
(1+P) j−J 1−
1−QJ


=
=
, (23)
=
ij
(1+U)
1−Q
1− (1+U) 1+P
r=1

the excess noise factor for I deff is expressed as
J
2(k−J)
k=1 Fk Q
S
J
2
Fdeff =
.
(2qIdeff MJ ) = J
(k−J)
k=1 Q

(24)

Using (20)–(24), the photocurrent-gain-compensated dark
current data measured for the 10-stage SCM APDs were
corrected to better reflect the devices’ dark carrier properties.
The resulting mean effective gain-compensated dark current
data are shown in Fig. 3. Note that the corrected primary
dark count levels are higher than those predicted assuming
photocurrent gain levels.
The data also suggest that as the bias approaches the
breakdown voltage, a secondary signal source, perhaps due
to sidewall effects, is likely present, which resulted in an
overestimation of the gain at high biases and caused the gaincompensated dark current curves to decrease at the higher
biases. In this work, we did not attempt to characterize this
secondary signal source further, as it occurred largely outside
the operational range of the devices [11].

IV. Numeric Models of Instantaneous Gain and
Excess Noise of Randomly Originated Carriers
in the SCM APD
The above analytical models are useful for describing the
low order statistical characteristics of the SCM APD under
pseudo-DC conditions, but they do not provide the instantaneous properties of the device over the times of the impulse
response, which are necessary to predict optical pulse detection
probabilities [9]. The excess noise and PDF models typically
used to quantify APD gain fluctuations assume that the gain
is integrated over the entire impulse response curve [11].
However, optical pulses are often shorter than the duration
of an APD impulse response, and threshold detection circuits
of the high-speed optical receivers often operate on the leading
portions of signal pulse. In either of these cases, the optical
signals are amplified only by the partial gain of the APD
accumulated during the earliest times of the impulse responses.
Thus, the signal detection processes cannot be accurately
predicted using the analytical DC gain and noise models introduced earlier, which all assume instantaneous amplification
at time scales less than the pulse duration.
For real-world applications, accurate prediction of pulse
detection efficiency and false alarm rate necessitates knowledge of the instantaneous properties of SCM APD impulse
response. The calculation of the instantaneous photocurrent
variance requires knowledge of the second moment at each
time of the impulse-response function, and the calculation of
the integrated photocurrent variance necessitates the autocorrelation function of the optical and dark signals [29], [30].
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Fig. 11. Numeric model of the impulse current response of an SCM APD
operated at a bias for M = 940 showing, over T = 25 transit times, the induced
photocurrent contributions from carriers originating at different locations in
the multipliers as a function of avalanche buildup time. The average and
standard deviation of the dark carrier contributions are also plotted (x = 0
models a photoelectron injected into the multiplier).

The calculation of counting distributions and statistical
moments of an APD is often difficult, requiring the use
of numerical integration even in simple device structures.
Accordingly, to characterize the mean gain and excess noise
characteristics of SCM APD photon- and dark-initiated carriers over the times of its impulse response, we developed
a numeric model of the SCM APD based on the framework
of dead space multiplication theory (DSMT) [7], [31]. The
DSMT models include an age-dependent recursive theory for
avalanche multiplication that facilitates the calculation of the
mean, variance, and excess noise factors during the times of
the impulse response.
To accurately model the SCM APD, we modified the DSMT
models to allow for the spatial distribution of ionization events
for arbitrary heterojunction multiplication regions to be calculated. To accommodate carrier phonon scattering in low field
regions of the SCM APD multiplication region, “scattering
aware” ionization coefficients were created, which along with
the calculated electron- and hole- dead-space coefficients, were
used in expressions that generate the PDF of the distance to
the first occurrence of impact ionization [8].
Using the approach described by Hayat and Saleh [32],
recursive equations were solved to yield the moment generating function (MGF) of the stochastic quantities of electrons
and holes at time, t, which originated at location, x. The
recursive equations allowed us to determine the number of
impact ionization events triggered by electrons and holes in
an arbitrary sub-region of the multiplication region.
Fig. 2 plots the numeric DSMT simulation of the spatial
occurrence of hole and electron ionization events in a 10-gainstage SCM APD against the multiplication layer’s spatially
varying electric field profile, when biased for an average DC
gain of M DC = 940.
This new technique also facilitated the computation of the
PDF of the impulse response function at any arbitrary time
over a specified time interval. From these, the temporally
resolved MGF of the impulse response, I(t), was derived, from

Fig. 12. Output pulse count (n) distribution at T = 1 transit times showing
the photon-originated x = 0, dark x = 380-nm (2nd gain stage), dark x = 960-nm
(5th gain stage), and average-originated count distributions.

which the probability mass function was obtained via a simple
Fourier-inversion applied to the MGF.
To investigate the influence of SCM APD dark carriers on
receiver performance, the instantaneous properties of SCM
APD impulse response to photon-initiated carriers generated
at x = 0, and dark-initiated avalanche events originating at
random discrete locations in the multiplier, were determined
from analysis of carrier motion in the multiplication region
over the times of the impulse response. By analyzing the
temporal dynamics of the ionization chains and adding the
current contributions from all the offspring electrons and holes
that were traveling in the multiplication region at all times,
the instantaneous properties of the impulse response were
calculated [33].
Fig. 11 shows the numerically modeled mean impulse response curves for photon-initiated avalanche events originating
at x = 0 and dark-initiated avalanche events originating from
various gain stage locations. The impulse response curves plot,
as a function of transit times, the mean current induced in the
junction by impact ionization of dark carriers originated at
the various spatial locations. Also plotted are the average and
standard deviation of the impulse response originating from
dark events generated uniformly among the 10 gain stages. The
numeric data confirm that the dark carriers do not experience
full gain, as the average dark current induced in the circuit
is significantly lower in magnitude than the photoelectroninduced current. For example, at the peaks of the photon- and
dark-originating impulse response curves, both which occur
at about T = 1 transit times, the mean current induced by the
average of the dark carriers is 33 nA, with a standard deviation of 0.209 nA, whereas the mean photon-initiated carrier
generates 187 nA, with a standard deviation of 0.692 nA. The
SCM APD multiplication region is approximately 2-μm long,
and for v = 5*104 cm/s the transit time, T , is approximately
276 ps.
Fig. 12 shows output count distributions at T = 1 transit
times after carrier creation for various carrier origination
locations, P(n,T = 1,x), where n is the count outcome, and
x is the spatial location of the ionization chain’s origin. The
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Fig. 13. Probability of detection for the DSMT numeric model at T = 1
(M DC = 940), assuming single photoelectron input; the Matsuo analytical
model (9) assuming pseudo-DC conditions and no hole feedback (9; Pe = 0.4,
k s = 0.035); and measured SCM APD data (M DC = 1 200).

P(n,1T ,0-nm) count distributions show a nearly uniform distribution, whereas P(n,1T ,380-nm), P(n,1T ,750-nm), P(n,1T ,
1560-nm), and the average distribution from dark carriers originating randomly in the gain stage distributions P(n,1T , <x>)
are skewed toward n = 0. The count distributions clearly have
a lower mean gain contribution from ionization chains originating from dark carriers generated in the later gain stages.
Fig. 13 shows the cumulative PDFs of photon- and darkoriginating avalanche events for the DSMT numeric model
of an M DC = 940 biased SCM APD at T = 1 transit times.
The numeric models are plotted alongside the analytically
modeled PDFs calculated from (9), parameterized by J = 10
and P = 0.4. Although (9) assumes single-carrier ionization
and instantaneous gain (pseudo-DC conditions), it is useful
in modeling the impulse response at t = 1T transit times, as
at these times, the SCM APD impulse response is dominated
by electron ionization events [8]. As expected, (9) underestimates the higher count probabilities of the numeric model,
which includes some hole ionization feedback. Measured data
for a 50-micrometer diameter SCM APD, acquired using a
2.1 GHz amplifier, are also shown, albeit biased for higher
gain (<M> = 1200). In the data shown in Fig. 13, the amplifier
noise is deconvolved from the data. All of the data sets clearly
show SCM APD ability to discriminate single photon events
from dark events.
Using the numerically derived photon- and dark-originating
PDFs over all of the times of the impulse response, carrierinduced impulse response currents were generated for the case
of: 1) photon-initiated signal current; 2) average dark-initiated
signal current; and 3) the combined signal from photon- and
dark-originating carrier contributions, where the mean impulse
response of the dark carriers, Idark (t), was calculated from the
dark current generation rates calculated by (4) and shown in
Fig. 8, assuming a 100-micrometer diameter SCM APD. The
instantaneous gain-normalized variance, (<I(t)2 >/<I(t)>2 ), for
each case, is plotted in Fig. 14. The large variance of the dark-
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Fig. 14. Instantaneous excess noise modeled as the gain-normalized mean
current as a function of transit time. Shown are three cases: 1) a photonoriginating carrier; 2) an average dark-originating carrier; and 3) a combined
signal from both photons and dark events. Shown for reference is the impulse
response curve for the photon-originating (x = 0) signal. In this model, the
SCM APD was biased for <M DC > = 940 and the total cumulative excess noise
was F(M DC ) = 0.036. The mean and variance are shown for t = 1T transit
times.

originating current compared to the photon-originating current
is evident, and due to the difference in mean gain between the
photon-initiated and dark-initiated signal currents, the ability
to discriminate photon events from dark events over the entire
t = 2T transit time period is obvious.
For both photon- and dark-initiated impulse responses,
the cumulative excess noise
partial gain can be
2 fromthe
2
t √
t
estimated by ∫ m(k) / ∫ mt . The exact expression
0

0

of the second moment of the cumulative impulse response,
namely <I(t)2 > is the double integral of the autocorrelation
function of the instantaneous impulse response, <I(g)I(s)>,
with each of the variables g and s ranging from 0 to t. For the
case when only noise is present, the mean and the variance
are given by [34]
Tb  t


μ0 = ϕ
Ip (t − ξ) dξdt
(25)
0

0

and
σ02

Tb Tb g∧s
=ϕ
RIp (g − ξ, s − ξ)dξdgds,
0

0

(26)

0

where RIp (t1 , t2 ) is the autocorrelation function of the dark
carriers averaged over the multiplication region, and ϕ is the
dark-carrier generation rate.
V. Effects of Dark Carrier Contributions on
Receiver Performance
Using the cumulative instantaneous gain and excess
noise properties of the photon- and dark-originated carriers
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Fig. 15. Photoreceiver signal to noise S/Npower from (24) for: 1) a conventional InGaAs/InP SACM APD, modeled using McIntyre equation (k = 0.4);
2) a 10-stage SACM APD with dominant dark current from absorber, modeled
assuming equivalent excess noise and gain for photon- and input- referred dark
current using (8; k s = 0.02); 3) the 10-stage SACM APD with dark current
from multiplier dominating, modeled without reference to spatial origin (8;
k s = 0.02); and 4) the 10-stage SACM APD with dark current from multiplier
dominating, modeled correcting for spatial origin using M eff and F eff .

generated in the SCM APD, it is possible to predict receiver
performance. One of the key engineering figures of merit used
in describing the operation of a photodetector is its signal-tonoise power ratio, (S/N)power , which is useful in characterizing
the capability of the device to distinguish a small input signal
from inherent noise sources and is of great importance in
describing device performance. (S/N)power is mathematically
determined by


S
N


=
power

 2
1/2 Ip
 4kTB
2qB Ip FJ +Ideff Fdeff +
(Req < MJ >2 )


(27)

where I p is the steady-state photocurrent, given by Ip =
qηPopt / hv, where η is the device quantum efficiency, q is
the capacitance of an electron, B is the the bandwidth, and
4kTB/Req is the noise contribution from the amplifier using
the noise equivalent resistance, Req .
Although a complete analytical characterization of the SCM
APD in terms of the gain MGFs is not currently available, the
sensitivity of an APD receiver, based on the first and second
order moments, can be approximated by [35]
ηPs =

hc
Qo
qλ

1/2

i2n 
MJ

Fig. 16. Photoreceiver sensitivity (25) modeled for: 1) a conventional InGaAs/InP SACM APD, modeled using McIntyre equation (k = 0.4); 2) a
10-stage SACM APD with dominant dark current from absorber, modeled
assuming equivalent excess noise and gain for photon- and input- referred dark
current using (8; k s = 0.02); 3) the 10-stage SACM APD with dark current
from multiplier dominating, modeled without reference to spatial origin (8;
k s = 0.02); and 4) the 10-stage SACM APD with dark current from multiplier
dominating, modeled correcting for spatial origin using M eff and F eff .

The (S/N)power and sensitivity of a 10-stage SCM APD
receiver are plotted in Fig. 15 and Fig. 16, respectively,
assuming a 2.1 GHz transimpedance amplifier with 275 mA
root mean square (RMS) noise. We considered the cases where
dark current originated in either the absorber or the multiplier:
1 nA measured at unity gain for either case.
Four cases were considered: 1) a conventional bulksemiconductor multiplier APD described by the McIntyredistribution [11] parameterized by k = 0.4; 2) a 10-stage SCM
APD with dark current originating in the absorber, with equal
treatment of the photon- and dark-originating carrier excess
noise modeled using a Van Vliet/Teich model (8; k s = 0.02);
3) an SCM APD, wherein the dark current originates uniformly in the high field regions of the multiplication region, but is input-referred without regard to its origin, i.e.,
I dark /<M J >, using (8; k s = 0.02); and 4) an SCM APD,
wherein the dark current originates in the multiplier, and
proper treatment of the gain and excess noise is performed
using (18) and (19). The data show that the SCM APD is
capable of considerably better (S/N)power performance than
a conventional APD. The data also show the importance of
accurately determining the spatial origin of the dominant dark
current source, when modeling SCM APD performance.
VI. Summary and Conclusion

+ qBQo F (MJ )I1 ,

(28)

where Ps is the mean optical power incident on the device, c
is the velocity of light, I 1 and I 2 are the Personick integrals
[35], Qo is related to the bit-error rate (BER) (Qo = 6 for
BER = 10−9 ) [35], and the noise current, in , composed of the
amplifier circuit noise, ia , and the thermal dark current noise,
ith , is given by

1/2
in = (i2a + i2th )1/2 = i2a + 2qIdeff MJ2 Fdeff (MJ )I2 B
. (29)

The DSMT numeric models used to characterize current
induced in the external receiver circuits by photon- and darkoriginating ionization carriers in the multiplication region of
the SCM APD demonstrate the capability to discriminate
photon counts from dark counts. This is particularly significant
for wide bandgap Aly Gax In1−x−y As absorption layer SCM
APDs and cold-temperature operation of SCM APDs, whereby
thermally generated dark current is insignificant compared to
the tunneling dark current originating in the high field regions
of the multiplier.
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We have shown that analytical models of cascaded, discretegain-stage devices are useful in describing the SCM APD
behavior, allowing for accurate treatment of measured data
under pseudo-DC conditions. Both the numeric and analytical
models show the statistical differences in the optical and
dark signals from the SCM APD and help to elucidate the
differences between the SCM APD and a conventional bulksemiconductor multiplier. The data show both the performance
benefits of SCM APDs over conventional bulk-InP multiplier
APDs and the errors that result when the origin of the dark
current is not taken into account during measurements, data
treatment, and performance modeling.
Unlike the analytical models, the DSMT numeric model
does not involve any fitting parameters to the data; it only uses
universal parameters for non-localized ionization coefficients,
material ionization threshold energies, and simple scattering
rules.
Uniquely, the DSMT numeric models of the SCM APD
provide the time-resolved PDF descriptions of the photonand dark- originating carriers necessary for determining the
probability of single photon detection and for generating
receiver operation characteristic (ROC) curves.
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